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‘Indigenous Australian art can be appreciated by the uninformed, like myself, as pure
abstraction, beautiful in its colour and spatial patterns. Or it can be read through increasingly
dense layers of story and meaning, often relating to lore, creation myths and the intense
connection with land. Through the door of increasing knowledge and appreciation of
Indigenous art, we can all walk towards a greater knowledge and appreciation of Aboriginal
Australian culture, belief and history. This can only enhance respect and reconciliation,
enriching our contemporary life with ancient wisdoms and enhancing our national cohesion
with cultural vibrancy.’
Carrillo Gantner
Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country, Collector’s Foreward

The exhibition Speaking In Colour features 70 indigenous artworks from the collection of Carrillo and
Ziyin Gantner. The full collection consisting of around 140 art works, has been collected over the last
40 years from a number of sources: art exhibitions, aborignal art centres and from auction houses. It
features paintings by key artists from highly regarded art centres or communities and individuals
whose work is well represented in both public and private collections. While the artwork from each
region or community is quite distinct in terms of visual style and representation, they share similar
themes that speak of deep cultural understanding and a desire to share ancestral stories. This
exhibition also provides us with an opportunity to understand both Aboriginal and Australian art and
history. As exhibition curator and SAM director, Kirsten Paisley explains:

‘The exhibition and collection not only opens the door to Aboriginal culture, it also opens
the door to Australian history. The artists and their stories speak to European settlement,
early agriculture, the mission settlements, Stolen Generations, art history, land rights and
human rights activism. The stories behind the artists’ lives and how they came to hold canvas
and paint in their hands are rich and diverse. There are many stories and lives entwined with
the beginning of the Aboriginal art movement in Australia, and the artists represented here
provide us with a way in to learn about and come to terms with this period of time.’
Kirsten Paisley
Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country, Director’s Foreward
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Key Indigenous art regions and
and locales in Australia

Artists or communities discussed in this education resource
Hermannsburg
Albert Namatijira, Western Arrarnte
Oscar Namatjira, Western Arrarnte

Papunya Tula
Johnny Warangkula Tjupurrula,
Tjupurrula Pintupi
Billy Stockman Tjapaltjarri,
Tjapaltjarri Anmatyerr
Turkey Tolson Tjupurrula, Pintupi
Willie Tjungurrayi, Pintupi

Arnhem Land
David Yirawala, Eastern Kuninjku
Ginger Riley Munduwalawala,
Munduwalawala Mara
NSW
Harry J Wedge,
Wedge Wiradjeri
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Hermannsburg,
Hermannsburg, (Western Arrarnte)
‘The small community of Hermannsburg to the west of Alice Springs was the site of the
beginnings of Aboriginal contemporary painting in 1934. The medium chosen was
watercolour on paper, and the subjects – the traditional ancestral hills, valleys and ranges of
the desert the Arrarnte people there had traversed and cared for forever. Albert Namatjira
was the founder of this ‘school’ of painters whose families still maintain what became an
enduring vibrant tradition of landscape representation in vivid colour.’
Jennifer Isaacs,
Isaacs Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country
catalogue essay, p. 16

Oscar Namatjira
1922–1991
Western Arrarnte
The chewing range c. 1950–1953
watercolour on paper
25.5 x 35.5 cm
© estate of the artist licensed by Aboriginal Artists Agency Ltd.
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The Namatjira Family
‘Albert Namatjira was the founder of the Hermannsburg School of painters whose families
still maintain what became an enduring vibrant tradition of representing the desert
landscape in vivid colour. All Albert’s sons participated and the family tradition has now been
continued by grandchildren, great grandchildren as well as generations of related families.
Oscar Namatjira was Albert’s second son.’ Learning watercolour technique directly from his
father, ‘his work was praised most by Rex Battarbee and his work Central Australia, 1960 with
its high horizon is close in structure and impact to his father’s work.’
Jennifer Isaacs
Isa acs,
acs, Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country, catalogue essay, p. 17

Secondary Education Activities
Activities
According to indigenous art curator Nici Cumpston, Albert ‘Namatjira pioneered the idea that
country could be respectfully painted for an outside audience’. In Aboriginal culture what is meant by
‘country’ and do you believe that this statement is accurate in describing the relationship between
Aboriginal art and Western art audiences? Why did Namatjira become a painter and how did he
maintain respect for his culture?
Albert Namatjira is a leading and a highly influential Aboriginal artist. How might he have influenced
other Aboriginal artists? Research Namatjira’s influence on the work of other Aboriginal artists from
Speaking in Colour? Refer to artworks from Hermannsburg and other art centres or regions.
Compare the work of Albert Namatjira with other leading artists from other Aboriginal regions in
Australia. Consider their artistic output and cultural traditions, audiences and how they maintained
respect for their culture through painting.
Compare Oscar Namatjira’s work, with other Hermannsburg artwork that feature blue ranges, ghost
gums or other motifs. Compare compositional elements, use light and colour and other landscape
features.
Is this a real landscape? To what extent is the scene exaggerated or is it ‘true to life’? Experiment
with the watercolour palette used by Oscar and his father Albert Namatjira. Compare their use of
colour and light. List any differences in colour, use light or tone.

Primary education activities
Where is Hermannsburg and what is the Hermannsburg School? Research one of artists online at
http://www.hermannsburgschool.com/
Compare the work of Oscar Namatjira with the work of his father. Do you agree that Oscar’s work, is
the most similar out of all the family to the work of Albert Namatjira?
Find five common landscape motifs, including colours or objects used by members of the Namatjira
family to create a central desert landscape. Draw each motif and colour in pencil to create your own
central desert landscape.
How many different artists with the surname of Namatjira can you find? Name your favourite and
write the name of a painting made by this artist.
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Arnhem Land
‘I bought my first aboriginal work in 1971 or ‘72 when my friend Jennifer Isaacs, with whom I
worked in the earliest days of the Australia Council, invited me to come with her to see an
exhibition of work by the bark master Yirawala. The show had been brought to Sydney from
Arnhem Land by the artist’s friend Sandra Holmes. I seem to remember that the show was in
a house in East Sydney, with barks hung casually around the walls and Sandra Holmes
presiding and introducing the works. I bought one of a kangaroo chewing sugar cane with a
cross hatching of the flesh and intestines. I could ‘read’ it without needing to understand
anything about the spiritual context of other works with stick Mimi figures. It had movement,
grace and an intimate playfulness. It was a tiny window into an ancient culture about which I
knew so little.’
Carrillo Gantner Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country, Collector’s Foreward

In Arnhem Land, thousands of people live in bush communities known as homeland centres
or outstations which radiate around several smaller towns. The towns have developed from
either early missions, government settlements or from mining. The American-Australian
Scientific Expedition to Arnhem Land in 1948 proved important in establishing the breadth
of artistic practice in north Australia. The group camped in each area for several weeks,
collecting hundreds of paintings which they deposited in various state galleries and
museums. The subjects and style of the work from the western areas around Oenpelli was
clearly linked to the cave paintings very prevalent in that area. And in the east, the painters
of Yirrkala (by then a Methodist mission) told detailed stories of ancestral journeys creating
the people, the land, sea and all within. These paintings and the explanatory research
provided by Charles Mountford who led the 1948 expedition, as well as subsequent research
collections made by anthropologists including Ronald Berndt, Helen Groger Wurm, and
many others described how the art offered a comprehensive explanation by Indigenous
artists of their place in this world and beyond. Their paintings were eventually to be seen as
akin to the great religious books of the world.
Jennifer Isaacs, Speaking with Colour- Longing for Country, catalogue essay, p. 51

Yirawala, (Eastern Kuninjku c. 1899/03–
1899/03 –1976)
‘The bark paintings of Yirawala are acknowledged as some of the most outstanding and
inventive work ever produced. Born into the Naborn clan in Western Arnhem Land, Yirawala
lived at various times near Oenpelli, and Maningrida on the mainland, but during an
important time from the 1950s he also was resident on Croker Island, where the paintings by
a vibrant group of local artists found their way via southern outlets to Primitive Art collectors
or mission supporters. The Darwin based collector and sound recordist Sandra Le Brun
Holmes ‘discovered’ Yirawala in the late 1960s and their lengthy association, during which
Yirawala kept most of his output for her, has resulted in the National Gallery of Australia
owning a large collection purchased from Holmes. Consisting of ‘sets’ exploring two
ceremonial cycles, the Wubarr and the Mardayin, the collection contains many of Yirawala’s
passionate statements about land and culture. Figures spring about dancing in ceremony,
mouths open for air and with expressive arm and hand gestures. These are the Mimis who
handed much ceremonial practice to human kind. On others – like those in this collection,
the bodies of Kangaroo, Emu and other totemic species are replete with patterns so
inventive no other artists have bettered them since. Yirawala was the first Aboriginal artist to
have a touring solo exhibition, in 1971, firstly to The University of Sydney then Adelaide and
Melbourne, supported by the new Australian
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Council for the Arts whose Aboriginal arts committee included anthropologists and leading
Indigenous elders. Yirawala was nominated by the Australia Council for the Arts and received
an MBE that same year. Yirawala was concerned to preserve cave art and ceremonial
knowledge, and to leave a visual cultural record. He became an advocate of creating a
bulwark against change – in culture and in life, resenting any incursion into the people’s
lands and opposing even the local councils who agreed with business, mining or new roads,
whether in Oenpelli or Maningrida. Yirawala finally established a home on the outstation
Marrkolidjban, on the Liverpool River. Here, although he was becoming frail, Yirawala found
that a new generation of Kuninjku painters looked up to him and were inspired.’

Artist Story
‘Untitled (kangaroo) (1972), depicts Nadulmi, the
legendary giant kangaroo who taught Aboriginal
people to play the didgeridoo and who brought
aspects of the Wubarr ceremony to Western
Arnhem Land. This is a very sacred and important
ritual which includes instructions for young
men and involves initiation in various forms.
Nadulmi is shown resplendent in body
decoration (the painted cross hatched patterns
on his chest) and his internal organs are visible –
in the Western Arnhem Land style. We see the
digestive tract, the gullet and intestines. He plays
a very small tube, possibly a reed or a small
symbol of the great hollow didgeridoo that
became a hollow log and booms out in the
Wubarr ceremony – the depiction of which was
avoided in this era. The design on Emu (1965)
taken from the Mardayin emu dancer design,
shows the heart and lungs as well as the spine of
the bird. In his best works Yirawala explored
juxtaposing patterns in a variety of forms, with
coloured zones delineated with black lines and
dots, his wide and variable ochre palette making
each work unique.’
Jennifer Isaacs,
Isaacs Speaking with Colour - Longing
for Country, catalogue essay, p. 53

Yirawala
c. 1899/03–1976
Eastern Kuninjku
Untitled (kangaroo) 1972
ochre on eucalyptus bark
78 x 42 cm
© estate of the artist licensedby Aboriginal Artists Agency Ltd.
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Senior Art Activities
Research the life and art of Yirawala. How does his artwork reflect cultural and social issues for
people living in Arnhem Land at time that he was painting?
Untitled (kangaroo) 1972 depicts an important ancestral figure. What is the Dreamtime Story
associated with this work? Describe the patterning, use of design and materials. What is artwork’s
cultural significance for people from western Arnhem Land.
According to Aboriginal art writer and researcher, Jenny Isaacs, Arnhem Land paintings were
‘eventually to be seen as akin to the great religious books of the world’. What does she mean by this
and of what importance is this statement to the artwork?
Research rock painting in western Arnhem Land. How does it relate to Yirawala’s work and bark
painting in Arnhem Land? Compare use of art materials and images to make bark paintings with
Aboriginal rock art.
Look at the work of another painter from either Western or Eastern Arnhem Land. How is the artwork
similar to Yirawala’s in terms of subject matter, patterns and motifs used? How does it differ?

Primary
Where is Arnhem Land? Find Oenpelli and Maningrida on a map of Arnhem Land. What is Yolngu
country? Research features of the landscape and where you might find rock paintings. What other
things do artists from Arnhem Land and Tiwi Islands paint on?
Why did Yirawala use bark to paint this artwork? Find another famous Aboriginal artist who painted
on bark. What can you find out about how they made their bark paintings?
What is a totem? What animals can you find in art painted by artists from Arnhem Land? Create a
totem story using different animals, including birds and fish.
What is cross- hatching? Use colours and patterns found on works by Tiwi and Arnhem Land artists to
create your own totem.
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Modern Aboriginal Art Movements and Traditions
`Jennifer was the first Aboriginal Arts Officer at the Australia Council and I was the first
Drama Officer. She was charged by the Council’s inaugural Chairman Dr. ‘Nugget’ Coombs
to foster indigenous art through the establishment of the first art centres in remote
communities. Later we saw the appointment of arts officers to co-ordinate and support the
work of many new, though often old, artists. Almost accidently, in 1972 Geoffrey Bardon at
Papunya had started a huge movement translating traditional patterns from body and sand
painting, and ancient ideas of country and connection, onto the different media of canvas
and board using the vibrancy and permanence of acrylic paints.’
Carrillo Gantner
Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country, Collector’s Foreward

Western Desert Paintings – Papunya Tula
‘The production of modern paintings from the Australian desert regions began in Papunya in
1971 and went on to become one of the great art movements of the 20th century.
Responding to the enthusiasm and interest in art of a young teacher, Geoff Bardon, desert
men living at the government settlement of Papunya began to utilise the community’s offcut
bits of building materials, and cheap artists boards (canvas backed with cardboard), to create
thousands of symbolic paintings drawn from their well-known symbols used for centuries in
ceremonial ground design repertoire. Geoff Bardon used the phrase ‘show me’ when they
described the Songline journeys, the sets of concentric circles and parallel line patterns they
painted. And so the artists began to visually extrapolate – dotting and dashing areas of
background to denote different places in their country, and using colour to new effect,
delighting in pastel reds, creams, greens and oranges provided by Bardon. Some of the
artists, notably Johnny Warangkula Tjupurrula, overlaid one colour with different colours,
burying elements of story in the patterning of the whole. This was a watershed in Australian
art.’
Jennifer Isaacs
Isa acs,
acs Speaking with Colour- Longing for Country, catalogue essay, p. 36

Johnny Warangkula Tjupurrula,
Tjupurrula, (Pintupi c. 1925–
1925 –2001)
Artist Background
`For nomadic Pintupi people, two highly important water sources were Kalipinypa waterhole
depicted in Water Dreaming at Kalipinypa with Bush Tucker (1972) and Ilpilli, a large
permanent waterhole used by both Pintupi and Warlpiri in drought time. Johnny Warangkula
often painted these stories. Born to the north west of Ilpilli in 1918, he did not encounter
white people until much later, when Pastor Albrecht, the Lutheran leader of Hermannsburg
mission led a group overland to Ilpilli to encourage them to seek sustenance at the mission.
In 1932 when his family had travelled on foot further east, he encountered Norman Tindale’s
expedition from the Adelaide University at Mt. Leibig where they were studying Aboriginal
anatomy and language groupings. Travelling on to Hermannsburg, he settled there for a
period and was active as a labourer, assisting others to clear land and build an airstrip. It was
here that he underwent his initiation ceremonies, outside mission knowledge or influence.
He worked hard physically during his youth, clearing vegetation for roads, a skill he was able
to take to other areas where desert peoples were gathering including Mt. Leibig,
Yuendumu, and Mt. Wedge. Eventually he arrived in Papunya where he was an important
member of the community, working in a fledgling local industry making bricks for housing.’
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Johnny Warangkula Tjupurrula
c. 1925–2001
Pintupi
Water Dreaming at Kalipinypa with Bush Tucker 1972
46.5 x 61 cm
© estate of the artist licensed by Aboriginal Artists Agency Ltd. Johnny Warangkula Tjupurrula
(Pintupi c. 1925–2001)

Artist Story
‘By 1971 he was a spokesman for the new Pintupi settlers and a Papunya Councillor and was
often seen tending the school garden along with others at the time when the first mural
began. Thus his vision and understanding of what painting the land could mean led him to
seek out Geoff Bardon and obtain materials for painting. He became an artist of wide
renown and continued to paint throughout his life. Water Dreaming at Kalipinypa with Bush
Tucker (1972) is a seminal work from the historic early pioneering period when he was an
avid member of the painters’ group assisted by Geoff Bardon. Bardon has written of this
painting ‘… intense patterning depicts running water and associated bush tucker…’3 at the
waterhole. In a masterful memoire of the wonderful bounty of bush foods offered by the
water at Kalipinypa, this colourful painting reveals many zones of pattern-dotted and dashed
areas, lines, grids, waving lines snaking at the edge and two looping dominant zones
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outlined with white lines, one of which is the main ‘soak’, or water source. At the top,
footprints are visible as a man (Bardon indicates it is a child in his account), searches for bush
tucker. The underground water source is under a ‘cave’, a three metre deep soak within a
stony area in a dune like landscape. The underground water patterns are shown as the
snaking wavy lines that circle the work – sometimes also described as tree roots. (In the
desert, when waterholes dry up the roots of certain trees growing nearby still give life-saving
water which can be drained and drunk during drought.)’
3. Bardon, Geoffrey. Papunya, A Place Made After the Story: The Beginnings of Western Desert Painting, Miegunya Press,
2004, p 448.

Jennifer Isaacs,
Isaacs, Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country, catalogue essay, p.38

Billy Stockman Tjapaltjarri, (Anmatyerr c. 1927–
1927 –)
Artist Background
‘Billy Stockman belongs to the Anmatyerr language group and, as his name suggests, he
spent his younger years as a stockman on stations relatively near Papunya. He was an infant
in 1928 when the infamous Coniston massacre killed his mother leading to him being raised
on Napperby and Aileron Stations where he gained his cattle experience. Moving around a
lot, eventually he worked as a stockman at Haasts Bluff until most of that community moved
to Papunya in 1959. His early artistic output concentrated on carved snakes and perentie, as
did that of brothers Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri and Tim Leura Tjapaltjarri, both also resident
on Napperby Station. When Geoff Bardon arrived at Papunya, Billy Stockman was a
community cook. The community had respect for his knowledge of men’s law as well as his
experience dealing with the behaviour of white men, so he had become a member of the
small Papunya Council. He had also observed the waves of Pintupi desert people coming in
to Papunya leaving the drought in far off places and seeking a new experience and the
steady supply of water and food. Stockman became a sort of intermediary between groups
and one of by Aboriginal Artists Agency Ltd the first to observe Geoff Bardon and the
children beginning the school mural in 1971and to combine with others to complete it. Billy
Stockman became an important founder of the Papunya Tula Company, its Chairman in
1976–1977, and also the first member of the Papunya community to sit on the Aboriginal
Arts Board 1975–1979.’
Jennifer Isaacs,
Isaacs Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country, catalogue essay, p.39
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Billy Stockman Tjapaltjarri
c. 1927–
Anmatyerr
Untitled 1974
acrylic on composite board
91.5 x 103 cm
© estate of the artist licensed

Artist Story
‘This work, originally titled Untitled (1974), concerns the Budgerigar Tjukurrpa (Dreaming or
Songline) site. Executed in acrylic paint on board it was produced for one of the first
overseas showings of Papunya paintings organised by the Aboriginal Arts Board. It reveals
the early development of one of Billy Stockman’s particular painting styles – brushed strokes
over an irregular dotted background which became a technique he used to depict the ‘Yala’
flower or leaf of the yam against a dotted vegetation cover. This work combines Yam with
another of Billy’s main Tjukurrpa themes, that of the Budgerigar Songlines, or Ngatitjirri.
Here delicate massed rows of bird tracks fill dark vertical and horizontal panels, suggestive of
the unified flying mass of birds which can be seen swirling as one in the desert skies after
rain. Overlaid on the tracks are typical rondels and U shapes representing both journey and
sites along the track. In the centre is most probably a depiction of the main Budgerigar site,
Ilpitirri, where a ceremony occurs.’
Jennifer Isa
Isa acs,
acs Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country, catalogue essay, p.39
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Papunya Tula,
Tula, Next Wave
‘By the 1980s the group included younger men, and with the introduction of canvas in the
early 1980s large works became possible, some done by a number of people simultaneously
albeit under the guidance of the main artist and owner of the story. Some simply helped
painting backgrounds, others, important men were ‘policing’, a role called the ‘kurdungulu’
for which the responsibility rests to maintain traditional protocols in painting particular sites
or stories. Many of the works related to strictly controlled Tingari – men’s sacred laws/song
cycles/ceremonies/journeys. Two Pintupi artists from this second period with very strong
painting styles are Turkey Tolson Tjupurrula and Ronnie Tjampitjinpa both of whom began to
reduce their designs to immensely powerful and symmetrical stripes and site mapping, much
appreciated by contemporary art collectors.’
Jennifer Isaacs,
Isa acs, Speaking with Colour - Longing for Country, catalogue essay, p.39

Turkey Tolson Tjupurrula, (Pintupi, 1942–
1942 –2001)

Turkey Tolson Tjupurrula
1942–2001
Pintupi
Untitled 1998
acrylic on canvas
183 x 150 cm
© estate of the artist licensed by Aboriginal Artists Agency Ltd.
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Artist Background
Turkey Tolson was a son of Toba Tjakamarra, one of the first Pintupi people to come into European
settlements out of the western desert at Haasts Bluff cattle station. Regarded as one of the second
wave of painters from Papunya, he was one of the youngest of the original Papunya Tula
shareholders. In 1979 he was an artist-in-residence at Flinders University in South Australia and he
went on to become Papunya Tula Artists' longest-serving chairman (1985–95). When leaving
Papunya in 1983, he moved to his an outstation on his traditional lands at Yuwalki to the south-east
of Kintore.
'Tjupurrula' (in Pintupi) ) is a skin name, one of sixteen used to denote the subsections or
subgroups in the kinship system of central Australian Indigenous people. These names
define kinship relationships that influence preferred marriage partners and may be
associated with particular totems. Although they may be used as terms of address, they are
not surnames in the sense used by Europeans.’
Text: Courtesy of Aboriginal Art Store, Turkey Tolson
http://www.aboriginalartstore.com.au/artists/turkey-tolson-tjupurrula.php

Artist Story
In his early works Turkey Tolson artwork was strongly figurative and innovative. He also enjoyed
experimenting in different mediums and collaborated with other artists in the 1980’s. One of his
more famous series from the 1990’s is ‘straightening spears’ but stylistically his artwork can be
described as symmetrical, linear and rhythmic. While untitled, his images depict Dreamtime journey’s
using traditional motifs and a richly coloured palette that map desert landscape and country. Among
the Dreamtime Stories depicted in his artwork are Bush Fire, Emu, Snake Woman and Mitukatjirri
Dreamings, which originated from his traditional territory south-east of Kintore.

Willie Tjungurrayi, (Pintupi c. 1930–
1930– )
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Willie Tjungurrayi
c. 1930–
Pintupi
Untitled 1999
acrylic on canvas
122 x 153 cm
© the artist licensed by Aboriginal Artists Agency Ltd.

Artist Background
‘Willy Tjungurrayi was born around 1932 at Patjantja, southwest of Lake Mackay in the
Northern Territory. He came into Haast's Bluff in 1956 with other Pintupi people, and in 1959
Willy was trucked across to Papunya with most of the other Aboriginal residents due to
problems with Haasts Bluff's water supply. Willy began painting for Papunya Tula Artists in
1976. By the 1980s Willy was recognized as a senior Pintupi painter, and he joined the
movement of return to the Pintupi homelands of Walungurru (Kintore).
Willy Tjungurrayi is a senior Pintupi man, entitled by his ancestry and communal position to
paint the sacred and secret Tingari cycle. He has been acknowledged as one of the great
colourists of contemporary Aboriginal painting. Willy is the middle one of three brothers;
Yala Yala Gibbs (founding member of the Papunya art movement and senior custodian of
secret/sacred men business) was the eldest and George Ward Tjungurrayi the youngest.
They were all sons of Pulpalpulpalnga Tjapaltjarri but had different mothers.’

Artist Story
‘Stories from the Tingari Dreaming song cycle, and the land around Haast's Bluff, Wilkinkarra
(Lake Mackay) and Kaakuratintja (Lake MacDonald), are Willy Tjungarrayi's two great linked
themes. For some subjects Willy paints dozens of dotted Roundels (concentric circles), linked
by parallel lines, the spaces between them filled with bright, flat primary and mixed colours,
a depiction of the travels and stopping places of the Tingari Men, an image of the rhythmic
repetition of the songs associated with the Tjukurpa (Creation era or Dreaming).’
Text: courtesy of Kate Owen Gallery (2013) 'Biography: Willy Tjungurrayi'
http://www.kateowengallery.com/artists/Wil80/Willy-Tjungurrayi.htm
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Western Desert Paintings
Secondary Activities
What is Western Desert art? Investigate the cultural traditions, designs and regions that define it.
Look at the artwork by Billy Stockman Tjapaltjarri and Johnny Warangkula Tjupurrula. What are the
Dreamtime stories or Songlines that are associated with their artwork? How does the subject matter inform their
use of colour, design and motifs to depict country and Aboriginal culture?
Compare works of Turkey Tolson Tjupurrula and Willie Tjungurrayi. How do they use line, colour,
shape and pattern to create movement and symmetry?
Look at works by artists who painted in a highly abstract linear style in the 1990’s with the work of
earlier Papunya Tula artists i.e. Billy Stockman Tjapaltjarri, Johnny Warangkula Tjupurrula and Uta Uta
Tjungala. How does their approach to subject matter, materials used and painting technique differ?
How are they similar?
What other art communities are known for their use of dot paintings? Compare style and subject
matter in two paintings from different regions. Explain how each artist has depicted Songlines or
creation stories.
In the exhibition Speaking in Colour, artworks by Ronnie Tjampitijinpa and Tatali Nangala depict
stories of two ancestral women ‘Kungka Kutjarra’ who journey the southern desert areas of
Pitjatjantjara lands to Lake Macdonald. How does each artist depict this story and why do you think
the style of the visual representation differs?

Primary Activities
Locate Papunya on a map. Research to find what Dreamtime Stories are associated with Papunya?
What is Papunya Tula Inc? Name two artists linked to this art movement and describe their artwork in
terms of colours, motifs and designs that were used.
Name three Western Desert artists that come from different art regions. e.g. Papunya Tula, Balgo
Hills, the Kimberleys. What is their Dreamtime Story about? Create your own Dreamtime Story using
patterns and bright colours.
What is Western Desert art? How can you recognise works by Western Desert artists?
.
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Ginger Riley Munduwalawala, (Mara c. 1937–
1937 –2002)
Artist Background
‘Ginger Riley Munduwalawala comes from coastal saltwater country of the Mara people,
having been born in about 1937 on the point of a hill, near where the powerful snake
ancestor, Garimala lives. The hill, in country called Yuluru, is about eight kilometres from his
current home station, Maria Lagoon (Wamungu), by the Limmen Bight River. Riley's strong
sense of identity and place, of knowing where he belongs and where he comes from coastal
salt water, not inland fresh water provides an anchor or still point of certainty to which he
always returns in his mind. Although he has led an adventurous and independent life open
to change, not fixed in one place he does not deviate from his deep rootedness in his
'mother country', the area around the Four Archers, a geographical formation about 45
kilometres inland from the Gulf of Carpentaria on the Limmen Bight River.’

Ginger Riley Munduwalawala
c. 1937–2002
Mara
Garimala and Bulukbun 1988
synthetic polymer paint on linen
170 x 317.5 cm
© estate of Ginger Riley and Alcaston Gallery, Melbourne.

Artist Story
‘The Four Archers were created by Garimala, 'a taipan which can strike you dead in a minute'
and is distinct from Bandian, the King Brown snake, Ginger's father's mother's Dreaming.
Bandian travelled through and formed places within Ginger's mother's country, including
Nyamiyukanji, a site associated with Riley's own Dreaming, Jatukal (Plains Kangaroo).
Garimala travelled from far away and lives in the waterhole that he created near the Four
Archers. From there Garimala journeyed to Nyamiyukanji in the Limmen Bight River,
disappeared under the water, and metamorphosed into the Rainbow. Garimala as Rainbow,
associated with water, the seasons and the life cycle, is believed to be present during the
build-up of the wet season. In another dramatic transformation, Garimala, becomes an angry,
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fire-breathing serpent–dragon called Bulukbun who is always angry and has a dangerous
malevolent power.’
Text: Judith Ryan,
Ryan, from an article first published in 2001 by Artlink Australia. Vol 21 no 4
http://www.artlink.com.au/articles/2558/ginger-riley-munduwalawala-a-seeing-artist/

Harry J Wedge, (Wiradjeri 1957–
1957 –2012)
Artist background
‘H.J. Wedge was born around 1958 on Erambie Mission, Cowra, in New South Wales. He
proudly acknowledges his Wiradjuri heritage in many of his paintings. The experience of the
colonisation of the Wiradjuri was different to other Indigenous experiences in Australia and is
expressed in their own aesthetic forms; historically, painting was not as widely used in the
Wiradjuri culture as it was in other regions of the country. H.J. Wedge is an artist who has
had the most unusual of careers.’ Although he lived on the borderline of poverty in the
Cowra mission, for most of his life, ‘his art has been seen by thousands of people and, for
many, represents exemplary contemporary art’.

Harry J Wedge
1957–2012
Wiradjeri
The Coming of the Serpent 2000
acrylic on watercolour paper
70 x 99 cm
© estate of the artist.
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Artist story
‘What separates Wedge’s work from that of other Aboriginal artists is his bold use of
colour and contemporary subject matter, which deals with social and political issues more
relevant to Aboriginal people living in an urban context than the traditional cultural
information that defines many other styles of contemporary Indigenous art. He has
produced hundreds of images documenting his experiences and memories as an
Aboriginal man, observations that are sometimes quotidian and sometimes shockingly
confrontational.’
Poll Adapted from ‘Culture Warriors: Australian Indigenous Art Triennial’,
Text: ’M atthew Poll.
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, 2007 http://goo.gl/C7LUb6

Secondary Activities
Both Ginger Riley Munduwalawala and Harry J Wedge use mythological figures to tell stories that
relate to Aboriginal Dreamtime. Where do the stories take place, what are they about and what
comparisons in design including motifs and colours can be made?
Investigate the background and Dreamtime Stories of both Ginger Riley Munduwalawala and Harry J
Wedge. How does their work differ to Western Desert art. What similarities, if any, do they share?
Compare the artwork of two Aboriginal artists who are urban based. What story is told by each artist
and how do their stories relate to Aboriginal history and to own their individual lives?

Primary Activities
What is the name of painting by Ginger Riley Munduwalawala? What is the Dreamtime story and
where does it take place?
What is the name of painting by Harry J Wedge? What is the Dreamtime Story and where does it
take place?
Find an artwork that tells a story about people’s lives. What is the story that is being told and how
does the artist use colour and figures to tell the story?
Find a painting in the exhibition about life on the river. Describe the painting in your own words.
Draw or paint your own picture about a time that you spent on the river.
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Speaking in Colour References
Isaacs, Jennifer,
Jennifer, Speaking with Colour – Longing For Country, The Collection of Carrillo and
Ziyin Gantner,
Gantner, Shepparton Art Museum, 2013.
A Gift to the Gallery’s Future, Andrew Stephens, The Age 22 June 2013:
http://www.theage.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/a-gift-to-colour-gallerys-future-201306212on5f.html
Indigenous Art Goes Regional
Regiona l, From the Heart,
Heart, Sonia Harford, The Age, 25 May 2013:
http://www.theage.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/indigenous-art-goes-regional-from-theheart-20130524-2k6vn.html

Poll, Matthew, Harry Wedge:
Wedge in Australian Indigenous Art Triennial 07, Culture Warriors
http://nga.gov.au/Exhibition/NIAT07/Detail.cfm?IRN=163882&BioArtistIRN=22471&MnuID=4

Ryan,
Ryan, Judith, Ginger Riley Munduwalawlaa: A Seeing Artist:
http://www.artlink.com.au/articles/2558/ginger-riley-munduwalawala-a-seeing-artist/

Turkey Tolson Tjupurrula, http://www.aboriginalartstore.com.au/artists/turkey-tolson-tjupurrula.php

Willy Tjungarrai http://www.kateowengallery.com/artists/Wil80/Willy-Tjungurrayi.htm

Further Publications
Cumpston
Cumpsto n, Nici
Nic i, Desert Country, Art Gallery of South Australia,, Adelaide, 2010.
Isaacs
Isaac s, Jennifer,
Jennifer, Australian Aboriginal Paintings,
Paintings, Lansdowne Publishing 1989.
Isaacs, Jennifer; Smith Terry; Ryan Judith; Holt Donald; Holt Janet, Emily Kngwarreye
Paintings,
Paintings Craftsman House 1998.
Isaacs, Jennifer co-editor, Saltwater,
Saltwater Yirrkala Bark Paintings of Sea Country, Buku-Larrngay Mulka
Centre in association with Jennifer Isaacs Publishing 1999.
Isaacs, Jennifer, Spirit Country,
Country Hardie Grant Books & Fine Art Museums of San Francisco 1999,
2001, reprinted with Introduction by Hetti Perkins, 2011.
Smith, Ure,
History, Sydney 1980, reprinted by
Ure, Australian Dreaming : 40000 Years of Aboriginal History
Lansdowne Press - folio format; New Holland compact format, 2005.
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Recommended Websites
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art:
Art: http://nga.gov.au/COLLECTIONS/ATSI/
(Indigenous art map)
http://www.aboriginalartstore.com.au/aboriginalhttp://www.aboriginalartstore.com.au/aboriginal- artart-culture/aboriginalculture/aboriginal-artart- regions.php
Australian Dictionary of Biography, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/namatjira-albert-elea-11217
Hermannsburg School,
School http://www.hermannsburgschool.com/
National Indigenous Art Triennial 07: Culture Warriors:
Warriors http://nga.gov.au/NIAT07
No Ordinary Place; The Art of David Malangi:
Malangi National Gallery of Australia
http://nga.gov.au/malangi
Papunya Painting Out of the Desert: National Museum of Australia
http://www.nma.gov.au/exhibitions/papunya_painting_out_of_the_australian_desert/home
The Origins of Western Desert Art Tjukurrtianu,
Tjukurrtianu, Ian Potter Centre, National Gallery of Victoria,
2011- 2012
http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/tjukurrtjanu
Yirawala,
Yirawala, http://artsearch.nga.gov.au/Detail.cfm?IRN=113346

Recommended Films
Dhakiyarr vs the King (Dir: Tom Murray and Alan Collins, 2005, Documentary, 52 minutes)
In my Father’s Country (Dir: Tom Murray, 2008, Documentary, 80 minutes)
Rabbit Proof Fence (Dir: Phillip Noyce, 2002, Drama, 94 minutes)
Ten Canoes (Dir: Rolf de Heer, 2006, Comedy, Drama, Adventure, 92 minutes)
Yolgnu Boy (Dir: Stephen Johnson, 2001, drama, 88 minutes)
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